Good morning HBCU EMW Consortium Members,
FYI
Kind regards
Dataya Resenois
HBCU Emergency Management Workforce Consortium Intern

Sent: Friday, March 25, 2022 12:50 PM
To: Downer, Goulda <gdowner@Howard.edu>
Subject: Achieving Equity in Disaster Response, Recovery, and Resilience Act of 2022 (S.
3502) - GovTrack.us
A bill to establish an Office of Civil Rights, Equity, and Community Inclusion at the
Federal Emergency Management Agency, and for other purposes.
The bill’s titles are written by its sponsor.

Sponsor and status

Gary Peters

Sponsor. Junior Senator for Michigan. Democrat.

Read Text »

Last Updated: Jan 13, 2022

Length: 14 pages

Introduced

Jan 13, 2022
117th Congress (2021–2023)

Status

Ordered Reported on Feb 2, 2022
The committees assigned to this bill sent it to the House or Senate as a whole for
consideration on February 2, 2022.
Other activity may have occurred on another bill with identical or similar provisions.
Cosponsors

1 Cosponsor (1 Democrat)
Prognosis

14% chance of being enacted according to Skopos Labs (details)
Source

Congress.gov

Position statements

We’re collecting the statements of stakeholder organizations. Your organization’s position statement could be on this page!
Register your organization’s position on this bill »
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Introduced

Bills and resolutions are referred to committees which debate the bill before
possibly sending it on to the whole chamber.

Read Text »
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Ordered Reported

A committee has voted to issue a report to the full chamber recommending
that the bill be considered further. Only about 1 in 4 bills are reported out of
committee.

If this bill has further action, the following steps may occur next:

—

Passed Senate

—

Passed House

—

Signed by the President

S. 3502 is a bill in the United States Congress.
A bill must be passed by both the House and Senate in identical form and then be
signed by the President to become law.
Bills numbers restart every two years. That means there are other bills with the
number S. 3502. This is the one from the 117th Congress.

How to cite this information.

We recommend the following MLA-formatted citation when using the information
you see here in academic work:
“S. 3502 — 117th Congress: Achieving Equity in Disaster Response,
Recovery, and Resilience Act of 2022.” www.GovTrack.us. 2022. March 25,
2022 <https://www.govtrack.us/congress/bills/117/s3502>

●
●
●
●

show another citation format:
APA
Blue Book
Wikipedia Template

Where is this information from?
GovTrack automatically collects legislative information from a variety of
governmental and non-governmental sources. This page is sourced primarily
fromCongress.gov, the official portal of the United States Congress. Congress.gov
is generally updated one day after events occur, and so legislative activity shown
here may be one day behind. Data via the congress project.
×

Prognosis Details
This bill has a 14% chance of being enacted.
Factors considered:
The bill's primary sponsor is from the state/territory: MI. The bill is assigned to
the Senate Homeland Security and Governmental Affairs committee. The bill's
primary subject is Emergency management.
(Factors are based on correlations which may not indicate causation.)
Predictions are by Skopos Labs.
×

Track this bill
When you track this bill...
You will get updates for major actions that take place on this bill and some related
bills. Major actions include if this bill gets a new cosponsor, has a hearing
scheduled, is reported by committee, scheduled for debate, voted on, or enacted, or

if the bill's text is incorporated into another bill that is enacted. You will also get
updates when bill's text becomes available and when we write a summary of the
legislation.

Sign up first
You’ll need to sign up (or log in) before you can begin tracking this bill. That’s
because we need your email address before we can send you email updates.

●
●
●
Sign Up Log In
You can also track this bill using this RSS feed.

×

Add this bill to a list
Using Lists
Use lists to track what you are interested in, or share your lists to let others know
what you are trackng. When you share a list, you can include your own comments
about this bill.

Sign up first
You’ll need to sign up (or log in) before you can add this bill to a list.
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●
Sign Up Log In
●
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●

Home
Start Tracking
About GovTrack

● About the Data
● Privacy & Legal
● Log in
● Twitter
● Instagram
● Patreon
● GitHub
Launched in 2004, GovTrack helps everyone learn about and track the activities of the United
States Congress. This is a project of Civic Impulse, LLC. GovTrack.us is not a government
website.
About the Site | Contact Us
You are encouraged to reuse any material on this site. Hackers/journalists/researchers: See
these open data sources.
×
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We’re also on social media
GovTrack.us is an independent website tracking the status of legislation in the United States
Congress and helping you participate in government. Now we’re on Instagram too!
Follow @govtrack.us on Instagram for new 60-second summary videos of legislation in
Congress.
Follow @govtrack on Twitter for posts about legislative activity and other information we’re
tracking, and some commentary.
And please consider supporting our work by becoming a monthly backer @govtrack on Patreon
or leaving a tip.
Continue to Site
×

Join GovTrack’s Advisory Community
We’re looking to learn more about who uses GovTrack and what features you find helpful or
think could be improved. If you can, please take a few minutes to help us improve GovTrack for
users like you.
Start by telling us more about yourself:
I’m a lobbyist, advocate, or other professional. I’m a young person (younger than 26 years old).
I’m a member of a minority or disadvantaged group. I’m a teacher, librarian, or other educator.
Other
Next »

×

There’s never been a better time for civic engagement.
You’ve cast your vote. Now what? Join 10 million other Americans using GovTrack to learn
about and contact your representative and senators and track what Congress is doing each day.
And starting in 2019 we’ll be tracking Congress’s oversight investigations of the executive
branch.
You’re more than a vote, so support GovTrack today with a tip of any amount:
One-Time Tip or Monthly Support
Or keep using GovTrack for free! Our public interest mission means we will never put our service behind a paywall.

×

GovTrack.us is taking a new focus on civic education
Help us develop the tools to bring real-time legislative data into the classroom.
If you’ve visited a bill page on GovTrack.us recently, you may have noticed a new “study guide”
tab located just below the bill title. This is part of a new project to develop better tools for
bringing real-time legislative data into the classroom. We hope to enable educators to build
lesson plans centered around any bill or vote in Congress, even those as recent as yesterday.
We’re looking for feedback from educators about how GovTrack can be used and improved for
your classroom. If you teach United States government and would like to speak with us about
bringing legislative data into your classroom, please reach out!
Email Us Continue to site »

